PORT CONDITIONS – CHINA (1/3)

SHANGHAI
  WGQ
    • Minor delay within 1 day, anticipating typhoon Haikui impact from Sept 2\textsuperscript{nd} evening.

SHANGHAI
  YS
    • Delay within 1 day, anticipating typhoon Haikui impact from Sept 2\textsuperscript{nd} evening.

NINGBO
    • Minor waiting about 1.5 days. The probable impact from typhoon Haikui from Sept 2\textsuperscript{nd} evening.

QINGDAO
    • Berth waiting time about 0.5-day, port closed 20hr on Aug 28 due to strong wind.
PORT CONDITIONS – CHINA (2/3)  

SHEKOU • Impacted by typhoon Saola, inbound pilot service was suspended from 0600 lt. 31st of August, and outbound pilot service will be suspended from 1600 lt. 31st of August; Port closure is expected to last for 3-4 days.

YANTIAN • Inbound pilot service was suspended from 0600 lt. 31st of August, outbound pilot service will be suspended from 1200 lt. 31st of August; Port closure is expected to last 3-4 days.

NANSHA • Inbound pilot service was suspended from 0600 lt. 31st of August, outbound pilot service will be suspended from 1600 lt. 31st of August. Port closure is expected to last 3-4 days.

HONG KONG • Port closure from 0000 lt. 1st of September to 0000 lt. 4th of September (96 hours).
Typhoon warning signal no.4 was hoisted on 29\textsuperscript{th} of August 1100 lt, inbound pilotage is suspended from 30\textsuperscript{th} of August 1500 lt. Expect port ops to be suspended later 31\textsuperscript{st} of August.
PORT CONDITIONS – SOUTH KOREA

PUSAN

- Heavy berthing delay about 3 days, clearing backlog from typhoon, Yard density about more than 80%.

31 August 2023
PORT CONDITIONS – SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE

- Berth waiting time within 1 day due to vessels bunch arrivals.
MANILA

- The cargo operation has been unstable due to the strong winds caused by Typhoon SAOLA.
PORT CONDITIONS – MALAYSIA

PORT KELANG

- Waiting time within half a day in WP.

31 August 2023
PORT CONDITIONS – THAILAND

LAEM CHABANG/BANGKOK

- Average 11 hours delay at PAT, on time at LCB.
PORT CONDITIONS – OCEANIA (1/2)

Average days delay for vessels that are already delayed and off the berthing window

**SYDNEY**
- **Patricks**: 1 day
- **DP World**: 1 day

**MELBOURNE**
- **DP World**: 1 day
- **VICT**: 2 days

**BRISBANE**
- **Patricks**: 1 day
- **DP World**: 1 day

**FREMANTLE**
- **Patricks**: 2 days
- **DP World**: 1 day

31 August 2023
PORT CONDITIONS – OCEANIA (2/2)

Average days delay for vessels that are already delayed and off the berthing window.

TAURANGA • 1 day
AUCKLAND • 1 day
LYTTLETON • 1 day
NAPIER • 1 day